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Functions

Example: counting lines

Let’s first look at an example from the last lecture. lcount.sh is a script that can be
invoked with a number of arguments, all files (either in the current directory, or given
with their full path), and computes the total number of lines in these files:

#!/bin/bash/

i="0"

for f in "$@"

do

j=‘wc -l < $f‘

i=‘expr $i + $j‘

done

echo $i

Notice that ”$@” is expanded to the list of all arguments, and we use a for loop to
compute the number of lines in each file and then add this number to the sum. You can
test the script with any number of files:

>lcount.sh f1 f2

567

>lcount f1 f2 f3

1000

You can also test with an argument that is first expanded using the shell rules, and its
expansion is a list of file names. For example

>lcount.sh *
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will compute the total number of lines in the files in your current directory. What if now
you want to compute the total number of lines in the bash script files in your current
directory? Try

>lcount.sh *\.sh

If there are such files in your current directory, this will work. But if not, it will give
an error. Why is that? Insert an echoing command echo ”$@” before starting the for

loop. You will see the result *.sh, which is just a string, and means that there are no
scripts in your current directory. There is then only one possible value for f, and that is
the string *.sh, which is not a file name; when you execute wc -l ¡ $f, the command wil
give an error message. There are more ways to solve this problem. One is to test whether
the ls command with argument $1, which represents the expression to be expanded by
the shell, is successful or not:

ls $1

if [ "$?" -ne "0" ]

then

echo "No such files"

exit 1

else

<the for loop>

fi

One more remark: you do not want to see the error and output messages given by the ls

command. To supress any error and outout messages, use redirection to the null device:

ls $1 1> /dev/null 2>&1

In general, if you want to redirect both output and error messages of a command cmd

to some file foo, use

cmd 1> foo 2>&1

Recall that to redirect only the output you can use

cmd > foo

and to redirect only error messages use

cmd 2> foo

Notice that the for loop in lcount.sh is also used in this new script. It makes sense then
to give it a name (alias) and then use the alias wherever you need the full code. You
can achieve this by creating a function whose code is the for loop. More clearly, create a
function lcountargs as follows and then invoke it in the new script lcount2.sh:
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#!/bin/bash/

function lcountargs () {

i="0"

if [ "$#" -ne "0" ]

then

for f in "$@"

do

j=‘wc -l < $f‘

i=‘expr $i + $j‘

done

fi

echo $i

}

if [ "$#" -ne "1" ]

then

echo "Error: need one argument!"

exit 1

else

ls $1 1> /dev/null 2>&1

if [ "$?" -ne "0" ]

then

echo "Total no. of lines: 0"

else

echo "Total no. of lines: $(lcountargs $1)"

fi

fi

Now you can test your script:

lcount2.sh ’*.\sh’

lcount2.sh ’*\.pdf’

lcount2.sh ’w’

Functions in general

Anything that can appear in a script can be a function. To declare a function write

function name () {

<your code here>

}

In particular, functions can take arguments, have an exit code, and inside functions
variables can be declared. You can then have a script in which you define a number of
functions as above, and then invoke them with different arguments.
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#!/bin/bash

function myadd () {

if [ "$#" -ne "2" ]

then

echo "Wrong number of arguments"

sum="0"

exit 1

else

sum=‘expr $1 + $2‘

fi

}

function mysub () {

if [ "$#" -ne "2" ]

then

echo "Wrong number of arguments"

dif="0"

exit 1

else

dif=‘expr $1 - $2‘

fi

}

myadd 10 20

echo $sum

mysub 10 20

echo $dif

Notice that variables sum and dif can be accessed outside the function, as long as we
are in the script where the functions are defined. If we do not want to access a variable
outside the function it is declared, then declare it local (you will see an example of when
you want a local variable). Here is an example that shows the difference between nonlocal
and local variables:

#!/bin/bash/

function test () {

msg="Friday"

echo $msg

}

function test2 () {

local msg2="Sunday"

echo $msg2

}
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test

echo $msg

test2

echo $msg2

Try the following:

>funex.sh

Friday

Friday

Sunday

>echo $msg

msg: Undefined variable.

Recursive functions

As we have seen in the first part of the lecture, lcount.sh only counts the total number
of files in your current directory, without considering the files in subdirectories, and
subdirectories of subdirectories, and so on. We want now to create a function that
achieves this more complex task. We will call this function lslines and for simplicity
assume that we call it with no arguments, meaning that it will compute the total number
of lines in all files and directories in the current working directory. Intuitively, this is
what the function should do: it should keep the partial sum of all lines in a variable, say
s, and look at everything that the ls command outputs; whenever it sees a file, it should
add the number of lines in that file to s; whenever it sees a directory, it should do the
same thing as for the current working directory.

This is a sketch of what the code should look like:

function lslines () {

s="0"

for f in ‘ls‘

do

if [ -d "$f" ]

then

s0=‘<call lslines for directory $f>‘

s=‘expr $s + $s0‘

else

s0=‘wc -l < $f‘

s=‘expr $s + $s0‘

fi

done

}
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Whenever a function calls itself (as in our case lslines calls itself on subdirectories), the
function is called recursive. For a recursive function not to keep calling itself and never
terminate, it must be that, intuitively, it calls itself on smaller arguments; in our case, we
first call lslines on the current directory, and then on any subdirectory, which of course
contains only a portion of the files in the current directory. To call lslines for directory
$f, we need to make $f the current directory. This means that we have to execute cd $f

before setting s0 to the number of lines (recursively computed) in $f. Then we need to
come back to the directory from were we called lslines.

#!/bin/bash/

function lslines () {

local f

s="0"

for f in ‘ls‘

do

if [ -d "$f" ]

then

cd $f

s0=‘lslines‘

s=‘expr $s + $s0‘

cd ..

else

s0=‘wc -l < $f‘

s=‘expr $s + $s0‘

fi

done

echo $s

}

l=‘lslines‘

echo "The total number of lines in all files is $l"

There is one more subtlety: the variable f must be declared local. To see why f has
to be local, comment the declaration of f as local, and test your script on a complex
directory; for example, try dir with two subdirectories dir1 and dir2, where dir1 has a
subdirectory, too. Echo the value of f before executing the for loop. Notice that when
the recursive call of lslines ends, f has the value set by this last call of the function; on
the contrary, we want f to equal now the next filename in the list generated by running
ls. This means that we want each function call to create its own variable f, not visible
when the function has ended.

You can see the disitnction between local and nonlocal variables even better in the
next script, in which we define a version of the ls command that lists all the files in the
current directory, recursivelly calling itself on subdirectories:
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#!/bin/bash/

function funls () {

local f

for f in ‘ls‘

do

if [ -d "$f" ]

then

echo "Directory $f"

cd $f

funls

echo "End directory $f"

cd ..

else

echo $f

fi

done

}

funls

cd ~

funls

cd ~/mymusic

funls
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